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I am not going to predict that the doctor as we know him today will be replaced by a kind of intelligent robot human suffering will increasingly need emotional care not
less this said the medical doctor will no longer be the main repository of medical expertise for a sophisticated patient the accelerating rate of change in medicine
makes the u201chalf lifeu201d of knowledge too short we are not far from the time when the most up to date information will be obtained from a database run by a
computer expert or dedicated server and where the last missing link to semi automated medical care is long distance accurate diagnosis something that has already
been proven to be feasible
The medical world pays much attention to new drug delivery systems to alliances between all stakeholders that are needed to turn high expectations in new medicines
into reality do you see differentiating strategies in drug delivery systems
In this new book i also highlight the protein centric nature of drug development almost all drugs on the market as well as almost all drug candidates in clinical trials
target proteins with the next largest category nucleic acids comprising only 2 of drug targets
Researchers are a step closer to being able to deliver life saving drugs through tiny molecules that would travel through the bloodstream and destroy only disease
ridden cells
Tomorrowu2019s therapy model will be based on drugs that target higher severity conditions certain of them will be based on large molecules although their degree of
therapeutic clinical advantage will replace the current focus on size these new targeted therapeutics will be big in their respective niches a variety of new generations
of drug delivery systems will contribute to optimal therapy outcome
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